Thanks to evolving web technologies, computational platforms, automation tools and opensource software business model, today, it is possible to develop powerful automatic and virtualized web services for complex physical problems in engineering and design. In particular, in this work, we are presenting a new web based HPC-cloud platform for automatic virtual towing tank analysis. It is well known that the design project of a new hull requires a continuous integration of shape hypothesis and hydrodynamics verifications using analytical tools, 3D computational methods, experimental facilities and sea keeping trial tests. The complexity and the cost of such design tools increase considerably moving from analytical tools to sea keeping trials. In order to perform a meaningful trade-off between costs and high quality data acquiring, during the last decade the usage of 3D computational models has grown pushed also by well-known technological factors. Nevertheless, in the past, there were several limiting factors on the wide diffusion of 3D computational models to perform F. Salvadore ( )
virtual towing tank data acquiring. On one hand software licensing and hardware infrastructure costs, on the other hand the need of very specific technological skills limited the usage of such virtualized tools only to research centers and/or to large industrial companies. In this work we propose an innovative high-level approach which is embodied in the so-called LincoSim [17] web application in which a hypothetical designer user can carry out the simulation only starting from its own geometry and a set of meaningful physical parameters. LincoSim automatically manages and hides to the user all the necessary details of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling and of HPC infrastructure usage allowing them to access, visualize and analyze the outputs from the same single access point made up from the web browser. In addition to the web interface, the platform includes a back-end server which implements a Cloud logic and can be connected to multiple HPC machines for computing. LincoSim is currently set up with finite volume Open-FOAM CFD engine. A preliminary validation campaign has been performed to assess the robustness and the reliability of the tool and is proposed as a novel approach for the development of Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) applications.
Introduction
Ship design involves a high number of variables and requirements that require remarkable effort for managing the complexity of interactions. An integral approach is to date the most ambitious objective (for a review see [45] ) and the combination of established and innovative methods allows to get better and better results. For several decades, the design process has been also computer-aided, always evolving as methodologies and tools (see [42] ). In this context, the integration of application software plays a significant role (see [50] ).
Among multiple challenges, one of the major challenges is to enhance the loop of information between product design and preliminary performance evaluation. In the typical design process, where real experiments are used, diverse major issues concerning the integration loop are evident:
-high time to results: easily weeks or months from design concept to Key Parameter Indices (KPI) acquiring; -high costs: mostly related to physical prototype construction rather than to the renting of the experimental facility itself; -poor integration with a design loop activity: after a minimal design update or working condition change the overall experimental setup must be rebuild from scratch or so; -unfeasible integration with existing Internet of Things (IoT) facilities and concepts.
In this context, the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be the building brick for a virtual experiment. The objective is to assess relevant hydrodynamics features thus fixing the lack of information of real product usage by providing tools to support continuous products improvement cycles through tailored simulations. This approach can help the vessels producers to reach their business goals in a more efficient, effective and in a shorter time to market way, increasing companies' competitiveness. However, a CFD based approach has also critical issues. Mainly, to get good quality results advanced numerical and software skills are required while, to get the results within reasonable times, specialized hardware may be needed, i.e. High Performance Computing (HPC) machines. In addition to the need for accessing the machines, the usage of HPC systems also requires specific skills which must be considered when planning an integrated process design workflow.
In our vision, a virtual towing tank simulation facility can be considered as winning or effective in an integrated process design if it is: -interactively usable by a non-expert user; -automatic and transparent respect to CFD modelling concepts and HPC facility deploy; -robust to different hull shapes and working conditions; -effective respect to required KPI generally used in hull hydrodynamics computations.
We designed an innovative application named Lin-coSim to be usable by a so-called designer user that represents a domain expert in hull design but not necessarily able to manage a complete CFD workflow or able to use an HPC facility. More in detail, in this virtual towing tank there are two main building blocks: the user interface and the computational engine. The first block -entirely web-based -allows the user to interact with the virtual experimental facility in order to provide the inputs to the system, to visualize and to check the formal correctness of the desired working condition to be tested, submit the analysis, visualize, navigate and compare the results provided by the system. The second block is the undergoing computational workflow that is automatically instructed by the users requests and that emulates the physics of hull undergoing a well defined working condition and that is able to autonomously compute and return a set of standardized KPI that are generally available after a real towing tank session.
In this regard, the first task towards LincoSim has been the standardization of data and operations useful in the context of a common naval design cycle. This was possible since LincoSim is developed as a part of the LINCOLN project [3] which is a complex project where innovative vessels are designed according to lean design tools (KbeML -Knowledge Based Engineering Modelling Language) and methodologies (SBCE -Set Based Concurrent Engineering), taking care of sustainability of the whole process, from environmental (LCA -Life Cycle Assessment) and financial (LCC -Life Cycle Cost) point of view and adopting digital solutions, through an integrated IoT platform able to provide knowledge and future services to the maritime sector actors.
In order to make LincoSim usable for typical designer uers, we decided to adopt a very high-level approach where the user is not supposed to be HPC expert at all -it can even ignore which cluster he is using and any detail on the queue system -and also not a CFD expert at all -it can even ignore which application codes are used to simulate its hull dynamics. The designer user has only to be expert on the geometry design and physical parameters (input) and on the analysis of the results (output).
This black-box user perspective allows to achieve two critical LincoSim requirements, in particular:
-Suitability for non expert computational scientist: the platform should provide a minimal set of inputs and allow to execute the simulation automatically; it cannot be completely automatic but the choice should be made as simple as possible. -Transparency-on-computing-machine: the platform should be able to launch the computations on different machines/clusters as transparent as possible for the user.
The goals of LincoSim are ambitious because preparing and managing a CFD simulation on HPC clusters nowadays requires strong competences and significant human intervention at different stages. The proposed approach may significantly modify the ordinary activity of an important industrial actor such as naval designer units. After years of experience working in contact with industrial partners -in particular in the LINCOLN project -operating in the field of ship design, we can say that, to our knowledge, LincoSim is a real novelty in its field of application. We have found that to date there is no equivalent tool capable of putting in the hands of a naval designer (in general without specific skills of CFD or HPC) a high quality simulator, i.e. based on Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver, capable of performing calculations on HPC platforms in order to have good quality and even parametric results in a reasonable time. Currently, the closest approach in the industrial field can be found in cloud services recently developed in the field of Computer-Aided Engineering applications [32] or [27] . The associated cloud design allows to distribute data and computing in a very natural and efficient way. However, these services lack the completely vertical and automatic approach of Lin-coSim which dramatically enlarges the potential range of users. On the other hand, concerning ship design, there are attempts to automate the usage of CFD codes minimizing the traditional strong human effort needed during the all the computing stages (see [43] and [5] ). These tools allow to reduce the effort to run a simulation but usually still require some CFD expertise and, more importantly, lack of the complete integrated approach (HPC interaction, cloud database, pre/postprocessing, etc.) developed within our platform.
Overview

Motivation and Workflow
The high-level idea undergoing the development of the LincoSim web application is to enable hull designers to simulate the performances of their creations still at the design stage. This allows to define more precisely reliable design solutions before moving to prototyping the hull and to do towing tank analysis and seakeeping only on a very limited set of well selected concept designs. To reach this point we collected feedbacks from naval companies and designers involved in the LINCOLN project in order to define an appropriate standardization of the input, output and of the computational tools aiming at configuring a flexible automatic workflow template. This workflow is firstly based on a-priori knowledge of the physics of the problem and then tailored to perform well on the average case of interest of the considered industrial cases. Different CFD templates are then obtainable customizing the default one to specific needs.
The designer user will be able to handle in just a few mouse clicks a relevant set of key-parameters of the hull hydrodynamics including: resistance curve, attitude, hull pressure distribution, waves distribution, wetted surface area and any other derived quantities. This is a set of KPI that matches the typical towing tank session. Nevertheless thanks to the LincoSim application they are available within few hours and accessible via a web browser. The overall architecture is sketched in Fig. 1 .
In this section, we are going to briefly present the main features of the LincoSim application. At the same Fig. 1 LincoSim high-level workflow and architecture time, we are going to detail the LincoSim way to standardize metadata and tasks common in the context of a typical naval design procedure.
In order to supply a solution to the requirements we design an automatic workflow divided into three main steps:
pre-processing: before starting any simulation, a valid geometry must be available. All the geometries must be uploaded using STL or OBJ file format (list of triangles). After this step, uploaded geometry can be visualized in interactive 3D view, moreover each uploaded geometry must be validated by the LincoSim server validator which guarantees that the geometry file is suitable for the meshing and solving computations. If the user cannot successfully validate his geometry, an additional Request help button is provided so that LincoSim administrators can inspect and possibly solve the geometry problems. The database of owned and validated geometries is then available to the user so that he can easily access and use them for the simulations. In LincoSim, the ownership of the entities (geometries and simulations) is shared among group of users which are called organizations. Organizations are managed by LincoSim administrators following the user requests.
-CFD run definition: in order to define a CFD run the user is requested to supply just a limited set of physical input values related to the desired performance of the hull CAD and none of these requires a specific CFD knowledge. Once a simulation has been defined, the user can review his choices by means of a synthetic table and by means of the visualization of the 3D geometry including a 3D object that represents the velocity vector and the location of the Center of Gravity of the Hull and the free surface position. To start the simulation there are then two options: (i) simple-run: run the simulation as it is (ii) multi-run: run many simulations according to a selectable physical parameter that varies over a range and with a given resolution. A typical range parameter is the hull velocity in order to obtain a resistance curve. When clicking the Run simulation button the simulation job is prepared and submitted to the specified HPC system. All the technical actions involved in this step are automatic and transparent to the user. -CFD data analysis: once a simulation is terminated, the user can analyze the outcomes of the single case present in the user database. For each simulation, in general, six tabs are available to categorize contents: simulation summary, hull dynamics time-series, wave elevations (2D), hull pressure distribution (3D), hull pressure plots (1D), hull water-line (2D/1D). Comparative analysis and interactive 2D plots are also available for the user including parallel coordinates data clustering (see [35] ) for fast and effective decision making.
Each step is designed in order to:
-be able to start with just a limited set of input parameters (none of these related to CFD or HPC knowledge and defined by the designer user) -allow for interactive visualization and analysis of inputs and results including 2D and 3D actions (zoom, sub-sample selection, rotating, parallel coordinate clustering and so on) -be effective to the problem of hull hydrodynamics but also generic allowing for further refinement and tuning for a specific case if required -be robust on managing a wide range of possible inputs values.
Workflows Systems, Science Gateways and LincoSim
In this paragraph we try to frame the platform requirements within the current state of the art and in the panorama of the different tools that can be used for the development and implementation of our platform. A first group of tools -e.g., EnginFrame [41] or OnDemand [16] -mainly tries to ease the HPC access barrier to run applications by handling the job submission logic and giving the possibility to prepare interfaces and web services to configure some typical simulation runs. This approach typically leads to build simple interfaces for application codes where the input files have to be uploaded and, after the job completion, the results can be finally analyzed with interactive sessions or downloaded for local investigations. Using these tools, interfaces and web-services are implemented at administration level thus allowing the final users to just access ready-to-use web interfaces. This is what we need for LincoSim approach. However, using these tools to implement integrated workflow applications is hard, since there is no visualization nor database support. Also, the transparent integration of different HPC resources is not the usual target of these tools.
Another group of frameworks focuses on the implementation of scientific workflows, i.e. useful paradigm to describe, manage, and share complex scientific analyses. Creation and management of workflows in the scientific computing context has been a well-established field for many years. A Workflow Management System has been defined as : "A system that completely defines, manages and executes workflows through the execution of software whose order of execution is driven by a computer representation of the workflow logic" [30] . A number of diverse advanced tools potentially allows to tackle the challenges inherently related to build a scientific workflow application. The taxonomy of different systems has been studied to understand the relationship among the different tools (see [55] for a not recent but still interesting review).
Among the main objectives of workflow management systems, we usually have: -automation of procedures where files and data are passed between participants according to a defined set of rules to achieve an overall goal. -ability to build dynamic applications which orchestrate distributed resources. -providing an easy-to-use platform for single or community scientists to create their own workflows. -simplifying the process of sharing and reusing workflows between the scientists. -providing interactive tools enabling the scientists to execute their workflows and view their results in real-time.
Typically workflows are described by directed graphs which have to be acyclic if iterations are forbidden. Kepler [8] and Taverna [26] are long-running workflow management systems including a graphical interface where scientists with little background in computer science can create their own workflows. Both frameworks use their own language to implement workflows. This is in itself a critical issue but it is acceptable to allow the user to provide an environment in which to compose and create their own workflows. Graphical interfaces make the whole process as intuitive as possible. Apache Airavata [25] focuses on advanced integration of workflows with large scale distributed computing resources allowing to cope with desktop and web interfaces. Agave [4] is an open-source science-as-a-service API platform providing a unified access to HPC, Cloud and Big Data resources. Building a unified API access is a concrete way to implement the Workflow as a Service (WfaaS) approach and a similar philosophy on different fields of application can be found also in [29, 56] , and [37] . LincoSim inherits ideas from the WfaaS approach and, in particular, implements it by an API based design and the usage of web browser as the unique end-to-end access point of the service for the user. Providing the service as a web application guarantees optimal software compatibility while minimizing the need for installing local software.
Currently, Workflow Management Systems are widely used as the core block of so called science gateways, a term which refers to interfaces designed specifically to support a particular type of scientific research, possibly providing support to a complete typical simulation pipeline. HUBzero is described as "an open source software platform for building powerful websites that host analytical tools, publish data, share resources, collaborate and build communities in a single web-based ecosystem." [7] . It also allows to run simulations on cloud computing or HPC resources and to serve visualizations of results, also employing the used Jupyter infrastructure [2] . The Jupyter notebooks are getting more and more popular in the science community due to the easy sharing of code which can be executed locally or remotely. In [49] a modelas-you-go approach has been proposed to enhance the classical workflow approach when tackling scientifical simulation challenges and the need for adaptation during workflow execution. WorkWays [40] allows for human-in-the-loop interaction and has already implemented a project involving CFD. SWAMP [54] is a Scientific Workflow System built entirely on composition of web services. Galaxy [6] is a popular workflow enabled science gateway with special focus on bioinformatics.
The existing workflow systems and science gateways can be a source of inspiration to design and develop LincoSim but there are significant reasons why employing such tools was not considered an optimal choice when implementing our platform:
1. LincoSim is not properly a science gateway but more an industrial gateway. Actually our workflow is scientific but it is not targeted to scientists but to industrial engineers and, in particular, to a specific industrial user which is the naval designer. Unlike the typical user of the tools described above, the naval designer, not only lacks specific knowledge of advanced programming and use of HPC platforms but normally does not even have scientific expertise for creation or preparation of a CFD simulation workflow. Lin-coSim does not require the user to create new workflows, nor composing parts of existing workflows. It does not aim to be a gateway for the creation or dissemination of workflows by the user. From the user side, the platform works as a user-friendly interface at the highest level, both in the phase of submission and validation results, hiding the simulation phase as a black-box, or, more precisely, a set of prescribed black-boxes corresponding to the simulations setups. On the other hand, the platform has administrative access in which the web application and the CFD workflows are configured. This infrastructure can be coded choosing the most appropriate languages and libraries depending on the specific task, and no workflow specific language is of help here. 2. LincoSim has a totally vertical approach that points to full automation and maximum usability. To achieve these goals, we need completely adhoc software structures at different layers. Some concrete examples that will be detailed in the Section 4 follow:
-the database has a schema corresponding to the metadata and the operations performed; it was designed to be generic on simulation setups but cannot be generic for any task. -the search engine and the used query are customized for our data model. -the role-based authorization model is groupbased and, even if this choice is not particularly custom, is deeply linked with the database content. -the submission interface and, above all, the visualization interface (both for single simulation and the simulation dashboard) is tailored to the problem of naval simulations. The views have been extremely customized to make life easier for the user and help them see what they need to see. For example, the management of 3D views has been implemented in order to have the most useful settings for engineering purposes. Everything is integrated so that the user cannot lose the way in use. -the simulation is controlled during the run through ad-hoc background processes, and they require very low level management of the simulation processes.
Such customized components cannot be provided by any generic workflow infrastructure and therefore must necessarily be implemented. Besides, they can also be difficult to implement in systems that do not include structures of this type.
In conclusion, the use of tools for the management of workflows or science gateways in the case of Lin-coSim is, in our opinion, not only not very useful but also limiting for the purposes and the requirements of our platform.
High-level Design
The software stack of the LincoSim GUI includes a front-end web interface based on Angular 5 JavaScript framework [28] for intuitive user interaction and embedded visualization libraries for 2D (plotly [46] and d3js [13] ) and 3D (threejs, [51]) plots. The back-end service implements several web-services using Python web2py framework [53] served through NGINX reverse HTTP proxy. Some tasks are performed asynchronously using the Celery [48] task queue. The database interaction is granted through Data Abstraction Layer pyDal [53] currently connected to a PostgreSQL database [47] , that can be easily replaced. Search engine has been setup for advanced simulation search using an ElasticSearch [15] instance that replicates all simulation metadata of the database. HPC machines have no running Lin-coSim-services: the web-services manage the HPC job submission and extract the data when a job is complete or the job status when it is running. Finally, the whole instance of LincoSim platform is deployed using a Docker container [31] .
The CFD undergoing engine is developed using the OpenFOAM toolbox enabling to solve the 3D Navier-Stokes equations including dynamic mesh motion and a number of Degrees of Freedom equal to 0,1 or 2 in a cost-effective way. The solution of hull hydrodynamics involves the solving procedure of a set of differential equations for a full 3D domain. The incompressible Navier Stokes for two phases (air/water) with interface tracking and capturing and the rigid body dynamics of the hull in equilibrium under the effect of gravity (hull mass), hydrodynamics forces (drag, lift) and momentum must be solved to get information about the hull hydrodynamics performances. All these equations are already included and available for direct usage in the OpenFOAM as standard solver (inter-DyMFoam). This solver has been parameterized (for a set of key parameters) in order to build a generic template to solve the same set of equations on a generic hull geometry under a generic set of input parameters. The solution of hull hydrodynamics can take full advantage of the available HPC platform in many ways:
-the availability of a large number of computational cores interconnected with high performance networks (low latency/large bandwidth) allows for split the computation of the single hull CFD on a set of computational cores (let's say hundreds) and obtain a lower time to result; -several CFD runs can be performed simultane-
ously thanks to open-source license modelling of the selected solver. This kind of way of doing can also be performed using other third-party CFD software but requiring a potentially very large licensing budget.
Data of the hull dynamics are sampled for final review, moreover data at the final equilibrium status of the hull are processed in order to extract relevant KPI for the designer user. OpenFOAM easily allows for data saving using VTK file format [10] . All the data processing procedure is performed using Python programming language and dedicated modules: Numpy [44] and VTK [24] . Once data are processed, the publication on the LincoSim web GUI is performed by means of semi-column tabulated files (in CSV format). More details about the implementation will be provided in Sections 4 and 5.
Usage Workflow
In this section, we are going to describe the Lin-coSim application usage by means of a how-to set of sub-sections that shows in a step-by-step way the possibilities available within the preconfigured workflow activities.
General Considerations
In general, the LincoSim platform allows to reproduce in an automatic way the CFD workflow for a given It is worthwhile commenting a little bit more in detail the basic three computing setups that are available for hull hydrodynamics problems since these are the three main choices that a LincoSim end-user can select during his working activity. The zero-DoF (Degrees of Freedom) computational setup is representative of so-called captive experimental condition in which the hull attitude is locked. The one-DoF setup is used to represent a so-called free sink experimental setup in which the hull is free to change his Center of Gravity (CoG) position only by means of a rigid translation along the vertical axis. The two-DoF setup is used to represent a so-called free sink and trim experimental setup in which the hull is free to change his attitude by means of rotations around the transversal axis as centered in the Center of Gravity (CoG) and by means of a rigid translation along the vertical axis. All these three setups are provided under calm water condition. However, in LincoSim it is possible to specialize the computing template creating new simulation type: this is done configuring a so called simulation setup so that users can then employ it in their runs.
Geometry Input
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques require as a first step the import of CAD design shape (the hull). In LincoSim the geometry model import is managed by means of dedicated section (geometry). In Fig. 3 the geometry interface is provided.
The user is simply requested to select his input CAD file and upload it to the system. For sake of compatibility with the selected computational engine the file format accepted today is stereolithography or object (stl or obj file extension). These file formats are a very simple geometry representation made of a set of triangles and normals and are available as export file format form all the CAD design softwares. Once uploaded, the geometry file is processed, validated and displayed as 3D interactive object before being available for usage within the LincoSim environment. Only validated geometries are available for usage. The used coordinate system is the absolute one and the positive (advancing) direction of the hull is considered as x-axis positive direction; the hull geometry must be prepared accordingly before uploaded. Unfortunately, CAD design constraint and CFD ones are not the same. More important a CAD design that might looks correct in the CAD software can be considered as not valid once imported and used for CFD. Moreover, in our application we are moving from a real CAD file format (that depends on the used software) to a very simple triangulated file format. Known critical CAD issues are differences in tolerance, presence of gaps due to misleading adjacent surfaces, triple connected edges, dirty construction edges or multiple normal definitions (outward or inward).
Disregarding to what the CAD software is used there are some general rules that can be followed to achieve a good quality geometry for CFD, e.g. avoid self-intersecting surfaces, avoid small and much skewed patch-like surfaces added to join not adjacent surfaces, cleanup construction lines once they are not useful, cleanup construction points and in general eliminate multiple unnecessary points, align all the normals in a coherent way (all outward is the best).
Each CAD software has his tips to grant the best quality for exporting to stl. Moreover, since CFD works with closed volumes, if available, a closeness check within CAD software before exporting is recommended. Watertight geometry is mandatory to work with in CFD applications. If a water-tightness check is available in CAD software, an additional check that the geometry is a single volume instead of a set of interconnected faces or shells.
However, geometry preparation rules are not rigid and are strongly CAD software dependent. Therefore, the process of geometry preparation cannot be automatized and is left to LincoSim user.
Working Conditions Inputs
Once the desired hull geometry is correctly uploaded and validated the user can start a virtual experiment using the desired hull geometry by pressing the Create simulation button in the simulation page.
There are two main sets of inputs that the user is requested to insert in order to start a new simulation: basic info and physical parameters.
Basic info
-Simulation name: is a free entry and represents the name of the simulation in the user simulation database. Notably none of these values is related to any CFD or HPC knowledge, instead all the inputs parameters are strictly related to well-known hull design parameters that can be computed easily with common CAD design software.
Complete Single and Multiple Analyses
Starting from the geometry and the working conditions, it is possible to start a simulation by clicking on the Submit simulation button. This kind of application represents the average case for which the LincoSim application has been designed. Moreover, to support common parametric studies we designed an additional submission type, called Range simulation. This simulation type allows to quickly and effectively submit a set of simulations in which one of the physical input parameters is free to change in a range defined by the user whereas all other inputs parameters remain constant. The typical example of this kind of analysis is the so-called resistance curve analysis in which the designer needs to get an understanding of the total drag value of the hull at different velocity conditions keeping all other physical parameters fixed. Another meaningful example can be a set of captive cases with different trim angles.
It is worthwhile stressing here that the availability of standardized, automatically coherently streamed multiple case workflow is a strong benefit of Lin-coSim.
Outputs
For each simulation, there are two main kinds of output automatically provided by LincoSim:
-Synthetic key parameter index (KPI): are analytical values that are typically available as outcomes to the designer in order to rank the hull performance. In particular, LincoSim autonomously compute these main hydrodynamics quantities of interest: total drag, maximum/minimum pressure value on the hull, maximum wave height on the hull, wetted surface area of the hull (wsa). An example of summary table is provided in Fig. 4a . -Visual data: are 1D, 1D over time, 2D and 3D datasets that are interactively available to the end user to get also a visual insight on a wide range With positive completion of the analysis, the user is allowed to access KPI, visualize, and interactively navigate processed data. Nevertheless, in order to support any kind of error (system error, modelling error, solver error, data processing error or during CAD import error), support request boxes have been designed and added to the LincoSim application for both geometry and simulation sections. Thanks to the two help request boxes, the end-user experiencing a problem during his normal workflow stream can easily inform LincoSim personnel to give support for the specific given problem. An automatic mailing system contacts the technical support.
CFD Setup Customization
As introduced, the automatic CFD workflow is usually made of three main parts: meshing, computing, post-processing. Changes to one or more of these main blocks identify a different workflow type. A general single approach valid for every kind of hull under any kind of working condition is not feasible and it would lead to a very monolithic and rigid approach that from our point of view would be highly inefficient. For this reason, we decided to design our application starting from macro settings, reflecting specific general needs, which can be further customizable upon request.
For instance the three main kinds of workflows available for each end-user are: the "captive", the "1DoF" and the "2DoF" as explained in Section 3. These three workflows are already designed to be able to work efficiently on specific end-user types of hull. Nevertheless, the three main blocks can be, to some extent, also customized and fine tuned to reach some specific needs. LincoSim admins can configure additional so called simulation setups which work automatically and are presented to the end-users as black-boxes. This approach allows for maximum flexibility. Once the user identifies a specific need and desire to request a customization of the workflow he can provide technical details, including benchmarked reference cases, to LinsoSim developers and request the desired customized version of an available workflow. This clearly means that an external intervention is needed but, on the other hand, LincoSim is ready to be extended.
Geometry and Simulation Dashboards
Management of geometry and simulation database is another of the key points within the LincoSim application. Thanks to the unified and standardized approach adopted, users can visualize in a very friendly and clean way two smart tables displaying the different geometries uploaded to the system and the different simulations performed, respectively (see Fig. 5a for an example of a simulation dashboard).
Moreover, due to the intrinsic richness of the dataset, the simulation dashboard has some specific additional features. In particular, there are several filters and analysis tools available: -Filter by name: a standard by name filter is available to sort out only desired simulation sets. -Filter by simulation status: quick tags selection concerning the actual status of the simulation can be easily performed. The available statuses are: Completed, Running, Created, Error, Deleted. -Filter by owner organization: a user that performs simulations for different organizations can easily pick up only the subset of data related to a selected organization that has been declared as owner during the submission process. -Analyze results using comparative graph (see Fig. 5b ) for a set of selected hulls: using this feature it is possible to compare selected simulations with respect to two specified quantities. -Analyze results using parallel coordinates (see Fig. 5c ) for a set of selected hulls: using this feature it is possible to refine the search on the selected simulations. Refinement can be accomplished using parallel coordinates technique, i.e. selecting intervals of some of all quantities in the corresponding coordinates. Intervals can be selected brushing them through mouse clicking on the corresponding coordinates.
Web Services and Application Implementation
As discussed in Section 1, we decided not to adopt any existing workflow systems nor science gateways. However, we developed LincoSim using state-of-theart libraries and applications assembled together in a modular way according to the modern standards of web-services, user interfaces and HPC programming. A discussion of architecture and components follows.
Components and Software Stack
From the technical point of view, the description of the software stack of LincoSim follows:
-front-end:
-is based on Angular JavaScript framework [28] for intuitive user interaction and dynamic content retrieval. -advanced visualizations are possible through embedded libraries: * three.js [51] for 3D WebGL [22] visualizations, e.g. meshes and fields; * plotly.js [46] for 1D visualizations, e.g. temporal series, and 2D, e.g. contour plots; * D3.js [13] [15] instance that replicates all simulation metadata of the database -HPC machines -have no running LincoSim-services: the web-services manage the HPC job submission through the message queue and the HPC queue and extract the data when a job is complete or the job status when it is running. -the web-services directly access HPC storage to visualize results -currently PBS [11] and SLURM [34] workload managers are supported.
Web-server can be hosted on a common Virtual Machine and has been tested on a OpenStack [23] virtual machine using 4 cores and 12GB Ram. The platform deploy is very easy using a preconfigured Docker [31] container. HPC machines can be connected to the LincoSim platform with a limited effort: currently the platform has been tested connected to two Intel based clusters with different queue systems (PBS and SLURM).
User Workflow
The user workflow has been already described in the Section 3. In Fig. 6 the main components of the platform with respect to user workflow are sketched with a summary of their main roles. Some implementation notes follow.
We stress that the browser is the unique access point for the user. No direct interaction with web-server and HPC machines is needed. The single exception -not represented in the figure -is given by the mail that the HPC machines send to the user to inform him that the simulation has started or concluded. Let us describe what happens under the hood when the user performs his most important actions. After logging on, the user can access the two main platform parts: geometry and simulation management.
Geometry The geometry section interacts with the authentication and geometry back-end web-services to create/edit geometries, upload files, retrieve content and decimate the CAD geometries for visualization purposes. The database stores the metadata while geometry files are stored using the web-server storage so that they can be later used by any HPC machine which will perform the computation using that geometry. Since the decimation process -which also acts as a validation -may require a certain execution time, it is executed using an asynchronous task thus avoiding time delay when serving the web-page. Simulation The simulation section interacts with the major part of the web-services for several tasks (authentication, getting available machines, getting available simulation setups, creating simulation, etc.). In addition to the database and search-engine operations, some web-services require the connection to the HPC machines. For robustness reasons, the logic has been devised so that the interaction with the HPC machines is minimized, e.g. the simulation creation does not require a connection to the HPC machines. The simulation submission requires the connection but this is performed through the asynchronous task queue which repeats the submission attempts until the selected HPC machine is capable of receiving it. After the submission, the simulation job starts doing its tasks and -step-by-step -calls LincoSim services to update the status on the database so that the user can check it on the webpage. The user is also informed by mails when the job starts or ends. When the job is completed the user can access the table of results as well as visualize the results. The access to results clearly requires the connection of the web-server to the HPC machine.
Admin Workflow
The admin workflow is summarized in Fig. 7 . In contrast to what happens to user workflow, skills as system administrator, HPC specialist and CFD engineer are required. The admin usage has three access points:
-web access to admin panels: -organizations panel: from this panel it is possible to define groups of users which share authorization privileges on machine and simsetup usage -machines panel: from this panel it is possible to configure the connection of a HPC machine to be used by LincoSim simulations -sim-setups panel: from this panel it is possible to configure a simulation setup which will be used by LincoSim simulations -ssh access to web-server machine: access to webserver machine is required to install LincoSim -the management of services -the direct access to logs and in particular error logs -ssh access to HPC machines: -machine configuration: a set of predefined files and folder must be prepared in the HPC machine to be connected alongside the needed software stack (mainly Python libraries and the CFD solvers which will be used) -sim-setup configuration: whenever a simulation setup is added to the system, the corresponding solver code must be prepared according to the LincoSim rules It is expected that admin staff interacts with users at least when experiencing errors but also in other circumstances as, for instance, to get feedback on the quality of results so that admins can have hints on how to improve a simulation setup workflow.
Users and Groups
The LincoSim management of users allows to restrict permissions on the main components of the platform. Permissions are enforced at front-end and back-end level for clarity and security reasons. The web-server authorization mechanism of LincoSim is implemented by the Role Based Access Control (RBAC) provided by web2py. Permissions are group-based, i.e. privileges are granted to LincoSim organizations that are groups of users managed by LincoSim admin via the admin organization panel.
Each member of a LincoSim organization:
-can create and manage geometries of its organization(s) -can create and manage simulations of its organization(s) This means that geometries and simulations are shared among users of the same organizations. Since a user can belong to many organizations, the sharing possibilities are wide. Each organization, according to the privileges granted by LincoSim admin, can:
-submit simulations to the authorized subset of computing machines -submit simulations using the authorized subset of simulation setups
The restricted access to computing machines and simulation setups is not only a privilege restriction but also a way to ease the usage since each organization should be configured so that only the needed simsetups and machines are available. When creating a simulation it is possible to select a visibility option which can be private or public. Private simulations can be accessed only by members of the owner organization while public simulations can be accessed by any logged user. User registration is subject to approval by LincoSim administrators.
Simulation Setups
A simulation setup contains the logic of computational solver including pre and post-processing stages. LincoSim allows to configure completely different simulation setups provided a number of constraints on input and output quantities are fulfilled. To add a new simulation setup, LincoSim admin has to create a setup from the web interface. In addition to sim-setup name, default parameters and simulation statuses dictionaries must be provided. Also, the HPC machines supporting this setup have to be specified After this step, the LincoSim admin has to access the HPC machines where the setup is defined and prepare a folder with the simulation setup logic. The sim-setup logic contains all the commands, libraries needed to perform the simulation. The starting file is the build script, i.e. a Python code which writes the "simulation" job according to the metadata information of a simulation (extracted from lincosim.inp metadata starting file).
Front-end Implementation
The front-end design of LincoSim has a key role with respect to the overall usability of the platform. In par-ticular since the entire user experience is web-based, powerful web frameworks and libraries have been selected:
-JavaScript framework: modern frameworks allow to manage huge projects in a well-organized and efficient fashion. We used the state-of-theart Angular framework. The implementation of strongly interactive web-content (forms, tables, figures) is a typical scenario suitable for Angular project. In particular the simulation dashboard page allows a large number of actions executable by the users and synchronization with the charts. The Angular adoption also significantly improves the maintainability of the source code. -Visualization libraries: the implementation of embedded visualization tools in the LincoSim web-application allows to easily handle dynamic content avoiding the need for external generalpurpose visualization softwares dramatically simplifying the overall usability of LincoSim itself.
-three.js a popular cross-browser JavaScript library used to create and display attractive 3D computer graphics in a web browser. Three.js uses WebGL to get good performances. The library has been intensively used in the front-end core of LincoSim to display interactive -rotation, zoom, pan -views of the relevant geometries and fields (pressure, wet surface). STL and VTK formats are used as interchange formats: STL for geometry and VTK for the resulting field. Even if three.js comes with a wide number of readers and options, significant work has been needed to adapt it to the type of visualizations more useful in the LincoSim context. The quality of result is comparable to the usual results in external visualization software. Having anything integrated avoids the effort by the user to interact with files, install software and know what and how to visualize things. -plotly.js, built on top of d3.js [13] and stack.gl, is a high-level, declarative charting library including 20 chart types, 3D charts, statistical graphs, and SVG maps. We use it for 2D line plots and elevation plots. In addition to the attractive results, the possibility to zoom and export images are a significant plus. -d3.js is used to implement the parallel coordinates tools available on the simulation dashboard.
Back-end Implementation
Web-services Web-server architecture employs a first reverse proxy layer provided by NGINX which allows to conveniently handle the different types of requests. Besides, we adopted the web2py -clear separation among view logic -using Angular -and back-end logic -using web2py webservices -possibility to execute any web-server task via command line or by other interfaces calling APIs
Web-services are organized in 6 controllers -auth, organizations, simulations, geometries, machines, simsetups -with a total amount of about 70 API. The uwsgi [52] module is used to manage the web2py Python layer from NGINX.
Database and metadata catalogue
The database is an important component of LincoSim since it allows to organize the different entities keeping track of the evolution of the simulations and geometries of the user groups. The structure of database is quite simple (10 tables). Even if at the first stage the number of database entries will be limited, we decided to connect a full PostgreSQL database to potentially handle intensive usage. The database interaction is performed by web-services -and by Celery tasks invoked by web-services -through pyDAL, the pure Python data abstraction layer provided by web2py, thus providing a clean and maintainable source code . A special table  of the database is the simulation table. Since the simulation dashboard allows advanced search and filter actions, we complemented the database with Elastic-Search, a specific and well-established search engine which easily allows to perform all kinds of search and filter LincoSim proposes to the user. Data of simulation table are directly replicated to the ElasticSearch instance. The Python API for ElasticSearch allows to easily interact with the service from the web2py services.
Asynchronous tasks Two web-services perform critical tasks which is convenient to execute asynchronously:
-geometry validation and decimation, because of the significant running time -simulation submission, because the submission implies the connection to the HPC machine which can be under maintenance (the task is repeated till success in that case) Asynchronous tasks are managed by the solid Celery task queue system based on the RabbitMQ [33] message broker. Celery tasks are called by web2py web-services thanks to a proper interface layer. We also setup a Flower [38] instance -an additional Celery monitoring tool -which allows LincoSim admin to keep track of the submitted jobs from an intuitive dashboard, useful especially in error conditions.
HPC Interaction
Adding machines The design of LincoSim allows to add and manage different external HPC machines to perform the simulations. Currently Linux based HPC machines with PBS or SLURM workload managers are supported, but future extensions are possible. To add an HPC machine, LincoSim admin can first use an intuitive web-form where the basic information of the machine -e.g., ip address, root folder, user nameshave to be inserted. After that, admin has to directly access the HPC machine and create a predefined Lin-coSim tree structure with some predefined files. Such files contain the common queue submission and interchange logic. These files are called by the web-server code to start the simulation submission.
Data interaction via Python Paramiko
The simulation data reside on the HPC machine where the simulation has been executed and must be accessed by the webservice whenever the user request a visualization page on the simulation. This is achieved using Paramiko [21] Python library. The library allows to remotely open the needed file and read it so that the web-service can then return it to the front-end interface. The same library also provides ssh-like Python access and is used to connect the celery submission task called by web-services to the HPC machine.
Submitting and checking the statuses of jobs The simulation submission follows four steps:
-clicking on the web-page submit button, the submit web-service API is called and it triggers the Celery async task async submit async submit Celery task connects to the HPC machines -writes a lincosim.inp JSON file which summarizes all the database information of the simulation -submits to HPC queue system (PBS or SLURM) a prepare job -the prepare job -reads and parses the lincosim.inp file -calls the sim-setup build prepare script -submit the simulate job -the simulate job performs the full CFD simulation -including pre and post-processing -following a step-by-step logic with a strict error check.
Both the prepare and simulate jobs call back the Lin-coSim web-services to update the status of the job so that the user can know the job status from the web interface. simulate job also sends mail to the user when starting or ending the job.
Error-handling
Given the overall complexity of the LincoSim architecture, the large number of mutually interacting components -most of which intentionally hidden to the user -and the a priori unpredictable modeled physics, the possibility to encounter an error condition cannot be excluded. Indeed, it is crucial that the user and administrative errors are explicitly treated -especially from user side where no direct access to servers is possible. The most important sources of failure in LincoSim are expected to be:
-system failure: both Virtual Machines hosting the web-server and HPC clusters computing CFD numerical solutions are subject to diverse source of failure, e.g. file-system, connection, queue daemons, virtualization infrastructure -CFD algorithm failure: since the user can insert in the web form the physical values of its simulation as well as the CAD geometry, the CFD algorithm is expected to work correctly only when these values are physically reasonable. It is very difficult to know how to select reasonable ranges of parameters to be inserted.
LincoSim manages the error handling through different approaches summarized below:
-Graceful messages to users: web-services use standard try/except strategy for critical sections while typical internal server errors automatically save error ticket logs the web interface always providing clear messages to the users -Robust submission: simulation submissions is managed at web-server layer through a task queue which attempts to submit the job to the HPC queue until success; this strategy hides the downtimes expected in a usual HPC environment -Statuses: the CFD computations follow a sequence of computing steps. For each step an error condition is signaled by a negative number with an error message which are reported to the end-user which can try to verify if the given geometry and parameters are physically reasonable. The geometry management also follows a status logic with a single step (validation successful or failed) -Mail to engineers box: for both geometries and simulations (which are in error conditions or not) it is possible, from within the corresponding page, to fill a textarea and press a button to send a message to LincoSim engineers which can try to understand why geometry validation or simulation has failed -Monitoring: LincoSim platform activity is monitored through cron script -Database: given the complexity of interaction between web-server and HPC machines, an addi-tional script verifies the consistency of the database 4.10 Source Code, Container, and Documentation Tools
Given the high number of LincoSim custom components and services, the installation, production management and maintainability of the code are critical. The usage of advanced tools to tackle these issues is crucial to obtain optimal results. We decided to adopt gitlab to handle source code versioning and manage development issues. Platform deploy is achieved via Docker. The usage of a Dockerfile dramatically simplifies the installation effort required to prepare the code and launch the services. Docker containerization is more and more an enterprise adopted solution to provide a stable, replicable and adaptable environment for a wide range of components. In LincoSim we decided to use a Docker container to run all the back-end and front-end services. The combined usage of Docker and gitlab repository allows to instantiate LincoSim in a few minutes -compared to the hours required to manually install the components. Moreover, it can be installed always the same way and on hosts running different Operating Systems. We decided to use a single Docker container running all the required services and to adopt a process manager -supervisor [18] -to manage the processes. Currently, 8 services are managed by supervisor, i.e.: (1) celery; (2) elasticsearch ; (3) flower ; (4) nginx ; (5) postgresql ; (6) rabbitmq ; (7) sshd ; (8) uwsgi emperor.
The CFD solver code (OpenFOAM and simulation setups sources) are not deployed using Docker because of the intrinsic difficulties arising when using Docker in HPC contexts. However, the modular design of LincoSim can be adapted to the needs of the user without modifying the whole design of the platform.
Documentation of LincoSim is crucial to provide success to the platform. There are several types of online documentation, directly available from within the LincoSim web page, to support the platform comprehension and usage:
1. In-page minimal usage instructions: by means of two fix textual boxes (blue box synthetic content and grey box for more exhaustive informations) the user is informed about the operations that can be performed at that page. 2. In-line description of input form fields: each free input box is equipped with a short inline description of how the input should be provided.
Overlay info box opens on help button click:
for some specific technical input that requires a specific convention knowledge an overlay information box is provided by means of a clickable question mark blue icon. 4. User manual: for exhaustive description of each LincoSim functionality a complete user manual is available. The user manual is provided through the Sphinx documentation generator so that impressive web and L A T E Xdocs are easily avialable. 5. Video tutorials: to support first time users a set of video tutorials is available.
Finally, we decided to base our code on opensource libraries for both web-application and computational layer softwares.
Computational Modelling Implementation and Validation
CFD Solver Selection and Parametrization
The computational core of the LincoSim application is a CFD solver necessary to properly evaluate the set of equations involved in the physics of hull hydrodynamics. As previously discussed, many CFD workflows can be configured by LincoSim admins and saved as so-called simulation setups. These simulation setups can even employ different CFD engines but are always made available to end-users as block-boxes.
Currently the tested CFD setups are based on a standard de facto open-source library (OpenFOAM) based on the so-called finite volume method [20] . Finite volume method in general and the OpenFOAM toolbox in particular have been extensively proven to be reliable and efficient to model and solve complex 3D hull hydrodynamics problems. The basic idea undergoing the implementation in LincoSim is to provide:
-CFD solver selection.
-Solver configuration and validation for a case of interest to prove that the physics of the problem is well caught. -Instruct the validated setup in a parametric way in order to be able to autonomously build and solve CFD models for different input datasets.
The physics of the problem that we want to face is quite complex since we must solve the 3D Navier-Stokes system of equations for a system made of two immiscible incompressible Newtonian fluids (air and water) under turbulent flow regimen with interface surface capturing including dynamic mesh motion and interface mesh morphing. Luckily, OpenFOAM is shipped with a considerable set of pre-configured solvers written to solve specific multi-physics problems, like the one involved by hull hydrodynamics, allowing the user to just select very specific details about the meshing strategy, the numerical settings, the solving strategy, the turbulent modelling and the data sampling. All these details selection is made by means of a set of input files organized as dictionaries in which at each key parameter can correspond a wide range of possible values coherently to what the Open-FOAM toolbox contains. The name, number and type of dictionaries necessary to run a specific OpenFOAM solver depend on the specific solver.
The solver identified in our application within the OpenFOAM toolbox (version 5.0) is the interDyM-Foam. In particular, this solver is based on the RANS approach where the turbulent scales are modelled according to well-established turbulence models. This represents the state-of-the-art simulation type in context of naval companies which, very often, may just rely on software based on empirical or very approximated solutions.
In order to use the OpenFOAM solver, we must provide meaningful inputs to all the dictionaries involved in the use of the selected solver. Notably there are a set of dictionaries that are strictly related to the specific selected hull while others are more general and their content setting can be considered valid for a wide range of problems. During our development procedure, we therefore firstly worked on these general settings to find a good balance between solver robustness, accuracy and time to result. The validation procedure has therefore been performed to obtain a first general calibration of the solver to face the planing hull hydrodynamics.
From the technical point of view the parametrization is handled by means of a set of Python scripts that works as follows:
-Load the lincosim.inp file defined by the user using the intuitive web interface: this file contains all the end-user inputs in a json format. -Read the hull geometry file: this file is read to get the hull bounding box extrema and some other global geometry properties. -Compute parameters values: by solving a set of algebraic equations we are able to compute all the parameters of our workflow with actual values. -Write actual values to the simulation directory: this task is accomplished just writing a set of ASCII files that are included by the OpenFOAM dictionaries.
Validation of Results
The validation campaign and solver tuning is still ongoing but has already shown that the LincoSim approach is viable. Indeed, we found automatic setups capable of producing good results for all the industrial cases involved in the LINCOLN project. Considering the diversity of the simulated hulls -multi-platform catamaran, high-speed patrol boat and Emergence Response and Recovery vessel -we have found very encouraging results. The validation campaign first involves comparison of global quantities with experimental data usually coming from towing tank tests. The most important global quantities which are analyzed when dealing with 2 DoF setups are typically the total drag, the pitch angle, and the sinkage [14] . Besides, more detailed physics elements -e.g., wave patterns, pressure distributions, wetted surface -are taken into consideration to assess the quality of the solutions. We mainly focused on the planning hull regime which is the most difficult to correctly reproduce through simulations, but we were also interested in the transition from dislocating to planning regimes. For the validation, we also used reference results, e.g., [12] . We provide here a basic set of validation results to show the capability of a LincoSim setup in describing a wide set of flow conditions. The reference hull is taken from [1] where a set of good quality experimental results are provided. The hull geometry is not particularly complex but the planning regime is still Fig. 8 LincoSim interface showing pressure distribution results along the hull geometry for the described validation test case at speed 6 m/s challenging from a numerical perspective. In Fig. 8 the pressure distribution along the hull geometry at speed 6 m/s is provided as accessible through the LincoSim interface. As expected, the peak of pressure action is located close to the first impact of the water on the hull. In Fig. 9 we provide the behavior of drag and trim angle against hull velocity, comparing results from the LincoSim setup and the reference experimental data.
First of all, it can be noted that the overall trends of the represented quantities are well reproduced by numerics. Catching the trends is crucial to evaluate the impact of design changes without the need for setting up a new experimental campaign at each step. Besides, the numerical values of the drag are well below the 10% except for one transitional speed value between dislocating and planning regimes. As concerns the trim angle, the differences are still small but a bit higher. It is well known that a perfect reproduction of trim angles is challenging [14] and, in our case, the differences can be related to the direction of the towing force which creates an additional pitching moment not considered in the current LincoSim setup.
As stated above, a full validation campaign on different hulls at different regimes has been performed and effort in this direction is still ongoing. A detailed discussion of such results requires detailed fluiddynamics comparisons and cannot be provided here. All in all, the current validation results prove that, in order to reach a good quality of results, an automatic Fig. 9 Comparison of experimental and LincoSim results for the described validation test case at different speeds: a drag versus hull speed and b trim angle versus hull speed approach to configure and manage the CFD simulation is feasible. The human intervention is still needed at design stage and in particular at decision making, this going intentionally beyond the LincoSim goals.
HPC Tuning and Scalability
It is well known that fluid dynamics simulations in turbulent conditions require considerable computational power. Despite the small turbulent scales are modeled in the RANS approach, the request for computational power is however massive and in many cases requires HPC platforms to achieve good quality results.
In the perspective of an automatic tool like Lin-coSim, we can observe that the computational requirements become particularly critical when increasing the so called Reynolds number defined as U 0 L 0 /ν 0 where U 0 , L 0 , ν 0 are speed, length and reference viscosity, respectively. At high Reynolds numbers, in fact, the boundary layer that describes the fluid in the vicinity of the hull shows ever more intense gradients that require a high number of points for the simulation. In order to avoid having computing meshes capable of explicitly resolving these gradients it is possible to adopt as a condition at the edge the so-called wall function boundary which allows to use much coarser computational grids in the vicinity of the hull wall.
The number of cells in a typical naval simulation mesh therefore depends considerably on the number of Re and on the usage of the wall functions as well as on the quality of the results that one intends to reach. From the point of view of the industrial engineer and of the typical use of our platform, we found that the prevailing need is to have a tool capable of evaluating global quantities -resistance, trimwithin a good accuracy range, such as 5% or 10%. On the other hand, achieving a complete accuracy of the tridimensional fluid dynamics variables is important but not always mandatory. Another requirement is the possibility to launch a considerable number of simulations and have results in reasonable time and without excessive expenditure of resources, in a business model that is usually based on a price per core-hour. This last requirement imposes, even in the case of non-huge calculation grids, to run the simulations on systems with high computing power that can meet peak demands while maintaining more or less uniform elapsed times. LincoSim integrates in a transparent way for the user the use of (one or more) HPC calculation clusters. The parallelism that can be used is therefore twofold: -in a simulation because the application code is programmed in parallel. -among the various simulations that are launched to evaluate the performance of one or more hulls in various conditions.
Here we show a scalability analysis to evaluate the performances of three significant computational grids significant in the context of LincoSim setups. The size of mesh refers to the domain used to model the half of a hull because by symmetry it is the only one that must be simulated.
-1.2 millions Cells: it is a light grid that we have seen, however, to be able to manage simulations of a fair amount of hulls in different conditions. This grid is best adopted when a severe parametric study is considered (hundred of simulations). -6.1 millions Cells: it is an already demanding calculation grid that may be necessary for more complex geometries or in more complicated regimes. -16.1 millions Cells: it is a computationally burdensome grid that could potentially be suitable also for simulations without wall functions. For normal use of LincoSim we could consider it a simulation for the next few years more than for now.
It is worth noting that, although the grids may appear modest for modern HPC platforms, these are multi-phase simulations with immersed rigid body and dynamic mesh motion, i.e. a much more demanding case compared, for example, to a simple aerodynamic simulation.
To find the best parallel configuration for each grid it is necessary to carry out a scalability analysis. Open-FOAM parallelization is based on the Message Passing Interface (MPI, [9] ) paradigm and is implemented according to a domain decomposition of unstructured meshes optimized to limit the communication cost. Parallelization works adequately on local workstations as well as on a typical HPC cluster.
The results of the scalability analysis carried out for the different grid cases is shown in the Fig. 10 . The computing cluster is based on Intel Broadwell architecture with nodes featuring 36 cores each. From preliminary tests we have seen that the most convenient configuration is to run 32 MPI processes per The results show that, to work efficiently, the 1.2M grid can use at most 2 nodes (64 processes) while for the intermediate grid the scalability is optimal up to 4 nodes. For the biggest grid the performances are excellent up to 8 nodes but the elapsed times continue however to go down up to 24 nodes. Summarizing, we confirmed a well-known trend: to achieve good performance there is a minimum number of grid cells to be assigned to each processor and this number is around 20000 cells/core. It is worth comparing the absolute elapsed times considering the different grid using the largest number of processes guaranteeing a good efficiency, i.e. 2, 4 or 8 for the three grids, respectively. These absolute times for the grids are 3.61, 12.0, 17.3, respectively. These values refer to the computing times per time-step. As usually, since the largest grids also require smaller time integration steps, the computational commitment of the large grids is generally further greater.
Conclusions and Perspectives
We have presented LincoSim, a multi-layered automatic platform to perform top-quality virtual towing tank analysis simulations and manage them so that the results can be conveniently part of a design process workflow. The user interface of the platform is entirely web-based and does not require a specific expertise on CFD side nor on HPC usage side. Preparation, run, post-processing of simulations are automatically performed so that the user can safely interact with the results as visualizations as well as with database for analyses and comparisons. The platform has been extensively tested and the quality of results have been assessed during a thorough validation stage based on existing experimental data. The validation data include real-world industrial cases as well as typical reference data from towing tank experiments.
The platform can be considerably extended in different directions. We will consider the possibility to add simulation setups based on different CFD solvers (even commercial ones) and compare the quality and time-to-results indicators. Another natural evolution of LincoSim is the possibility to use the cloud resources also to perform the simulations. At the moment the simulation setups are installed on the HPC clusters where the runs are also performed. In future releases, it is certainly conceivable that among the machines connected to the platform, it is possible to add virtual entities that perform simulations on virtual machines created ad-hoc when the simulation is submitted from the web interface. Simulations setups and data can be safely stored on persistent storage. Given the platform architecture, these new features can be made completely transparent to the final user. The Infrastructure Aware Workflow Manager approach proposed in [36] and/or the strategy for Science Gateways accessing Multi-Cloud systems proposed in [19] will help in this regard.
Anyhow, the results obtained so far prove that the LincoSim integration of well established tools -webserver, database, visualization libraries, CFD meshers, CFD solvers, etc. -providing a single access-point to the users -the web browser -is a significant step forward to minimize the effort required to perform top-quality naval simulations. Moreover, the standardized data, operation and result view are a viable way to adequately managing single and sets of simulations. This approach can dramatically improve the naval design loop evaluation in an industrial context.
In future evolutions, the LincoSim platform can be extended to include further aspects of naval design by integrating, for example, even cycles of automatic design optimization.
Given the highly vertical approach of LincoSim, an extension to other engineering fields is not straightforward. However, the approach can be a source of inspiration for many engineering fields which still require very specific skills for execution and analysis of the results of the corresponding "virtual experiments". In this respect, naval design share important challenges with other engineering fields.
